
For 0urselves

and Our Posterity:

The Constitutional Commissions

f the commercial mayhem surrounding Lady Liberfy's birthday
is any indication, the United States Constitution is not about to

go unremembered during this Bicentennial year. In Philadelphia

and a dozen other cities, parades, festivals, reenactrnents, and even

all-American picnics with 25-cent beers and 10-cent hot dogs are to be

televised by a major network. It is hoped that a special joint session of
Congress will meet in Philadelphia on July 16. And on the evening of
September 1'l , anassembly of bewigged stars will convene inthat city's
Independence Hall to reenactthe signing of the famous document. Paul
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Newman, Gregory Peck, Robert Red-
ford, and Charlton Heston will all be on
hand to revive the slumbering spirits of
the Founding Fathers who signed the
Constitution 200 years ago.

The creation of the Constitution is as

deeply rooted in Philadelphia as jazz in
New Orleans. But while the privilege of
rousing the streets of the U.S. govern-
ment's colonial training ground belongs
to Philadelphia alone, other less-worldly
voices will be heard amidst the high-
pitched revelry in that city.

Down the road from Independence
Hall, the Academy of Music has been
host to all kinds of new sounds-brand
new, untried, and created by some of
this country's best composers. And one
of the city's most prestigious institu-
tions-The Philadelphia Orchestra-is
offering six commissioned premieres
during the regular 1986-87 and 1987-88
seasons in honor of the Constitution's
Bicentennial. The works come from the
distinctly individual minds and pens of
six different composers: Christopher
Rouse, Stanley Walden, Ralph Shapey,
Milton Babbitt, Steven Stucky, and
Nicholas Thorne.

As parades, fireworks, exhibitions,
and hot dogs provide the Constitutional
celebration's outer manifestations, The
Philadelphia Orchestra has been attend-
ing to ideals. Creativity, freedom of ar-
tistic expression, and 200 years of
building a musical tradition form the in-
spiration behind the Constitutional Com-
missions Project. Philadelphia Mayor
Wilson W. Goode described the gesture
as "a magnificent tribute to the creative
achievement embodied by our Constitu-
tion and to Philadelphia's crucial role in
the growth of our nation. "

The insurance brokerage firm of John-
son & Higgins has fully underwritten the
project with a donation of $90,000. In
1985, the firm's Philadelphia office cele-
brated its 100th anniversary and was look-
ing for something to give to the city. it
happened that the president of Johnson
& Higgins of Pennsylvania. Rodney D.
Day III, is also on The Philadelphia Or-
chestra's board. Working with the city
and the orchestra, the company came up
with the idea of tying new music to the
Bicentennial of the Constitution. And so
the Constitutional Commissions Project
was launched.

The Philadelphia Orchestra is no
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stranger to new music. Since its found-
ing in 1900 the group has performed 120
world premieres, including works by
Bartok, Rachmaninoff, Schoenberg,
Webern, and American composers
Samuel Barber, Roy Harris, and Virgil
Thomson. Pieces by twelve American
composers are being presented during
the 1986-87 season. But those who carry
the banner for unfamiliar music tread a
thorny path that is, unhappily, all too
familiar.

Composer Ralph Shapey grew up in
Philadelphia and remembers one such
prickly occasion at the Academy of
Music. Leopold Stokowski was on the
podium in 1940 when The Philadelphia
Orchestra premiered Schoenberg's
Violin Concerto. There were some un-
comfortable moments afterward as the
audience brushed their hands together in
feigned applause, wishing they were
elsewhere. Stokowski turned to them
and said, "If you liked it so much, we'll
play it again. " And they did. After that
the audience erupted in yells and cheers
to make sure the orchestra didn't play it
a third time.

The orchestra's search committee had
two basic criteria in mind when choos-
ing the six composers for the Constitu-
tional Project: quality, as judged from
works the composers had written in the
past; and a wide spectrum ofages. The
committee included conductors Riccardo
Muti and William Smith and composers

Richard Wernick and Sydney Hodkin-
son, assisted by Stephen Sell and Ber-
nard Jacobson, the orchestra's executive
director and manager of publications and
education, respectively. There was ab-
solutely no thematic criterion as far as

the Constitution was concerned. The
committee did, however, stay fairly
close to its original concept of including
an overfure, works for full, string and
chamber orchestra, and a piece for
winds, brass, and percussion. Commit-
tee member Wernick, who also serves as

the orchestra's consultant for contem-
porary music, found that, "Given the
tremendous diversity of styles in the
U.S. today, if we simply looked for
good music, the diversity would take
care of itself. "

The most important objective was to

Composer Chilstopher Rouse (left) and Maestro Riccardo Muti study the score of Phaethon, the first
ot' the Constitutional Commissrons to be performed.
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salute the symbolic importance of the
Constitution. At the original press con-
ference in February of 1985, when the proj-
ect was announced in the room where
the Constitution itself had been drafted
during the summer of 1787 , Philadelphia
Orchestra Music Director Riccardo Muti
commented that "because the framing of
the Constitution was an extraordinary
act of creativity, The Philadelphia Or-
chestra has chosen to celebrate it 200
years later by commissioning new works
of musical creativity. "

What exactly have the chosen six created
for their honored places on a Phil-
adelphia Orchestra program? At this
writing, commissions by Steven Stucky
(work for fuIl orchestra) and Nichoias
Thorne (work for chamber orchestra), to
be premiered on October 29 and Decem-
ber 18 respectively, are still to be an-
nounced, although Thorne says that his

piece has "been in my head for about
three years now." Steven Stucky writes
extensively on 2Oth-Century music in
addition to composing, and is currently on
sabbatical in London from his teaching
position at Cornell University.

Next season's premiere of Milton
Babbitt's Tiansfigured Nores for string
orchestra is set for October 15. On
being notified of the commission, the
Pulitzer Prize-winning composer re-
marked, "My most unexpected and
welcome commission comes from The
Philadelphia Orchestra. Not only is it
the orchestra of my birthplace, but it is
an orchestra I never imagined I would
get to write for. "

The six new works stem from a vari-
ety of intriguing nonmusical sources;

there is no common theme. Christopher
Rouse, whose Phaethon was premiered
on January 8 and brought to Carnegie
Hall by the orchestra five days later, is
opposed to such limitations. "Generally
speaking," he cautions, "when a com-
poser is expected to write on a specific
theme for a specific occasion, you end
up with a kind of jingoistic approach
that is not for the widest possible
audience. And the wonderful thing about
the Constitution is that it encourages
artistic freedom. In the Soviet Union,
composers writing for a national event
would probably have to write an

Contrnued on Page 5A
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Milton Babbitt and hrs 'spaceship controls"

CONSTITUTION
Continued from Page 19

Homage to Lenin or something like
that. "

E Pluribus Unum
Rouse is a native of Baltimore and

teaches at the Eastman School of Music
as well as serving as the Baltimore Sym-
phony's composer in residence. He
believes firmly in what he calls the "ex-
tramusical spark": the strange essence

that kindles musical composition. His in-
terest lies in mythological and demon-
iacal themes that can still be interpreted
today as allegories and as standards of
morality.

Phaethon, the inaugural Constitutional
Commission, animates in sound the
Greek myth of Helios' son. As Phaethon
attempts to drive his father's chariot and

grasp the power of the gods, he is struck
down by Zeus in an explosion of thun-
derbolts. Rouse experienced the secret
union of life and myth firsthand during
the composition of this piece. On the
morning of the day he was completing
the percussive finale, the tragic Space

Shuttle explosion blazed forth in a
dramatic realization of the myth's por-
tent. The coincidence, bizarre and
ominous, illustrated with sombre reality
what Rouse considers central to the
myth: "The human condition of not be-
ing able to fulfill one's dreams, of human
frailties not enabling us to achieve godJike
status. " Deeply moved, the composer
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dedicated Phaethon to the memory of
the seven Challenger astronauts.

Rouse's music is percussive and driv-
ing. He has tried to move away from the
romanticism and serene quality of his
major teacher, George Crumb, bY ten-
ding to the opposite: loud and fast, with
rhythm "of the toe-tapping variety. "
Phaethon is no exception. The mythical
struggle between man and god comes
alive right there on the stage for even
the most pedestrian imaginations. "Cer-
tainly when Zeus' thunderbolt hits the
chariot," assures Rouse, "they'll hear
rt."

Stanley Walden's commissioned work
is woven from quite a different fabric.
The premiere of his Invisible Cities, a
work for winds, brass, and percussion,
is scheduled for February 26. Walden
has considerable experience working in
musical theater both in this country and

abroad, a fact that may in large part ac-

count for his definition of music as

dialogue. Invisible Cities is serially
derived but contains tonal elements-and
constantly evolving variations. The piece

was inspired by a book of the same title
by Italian author Italo Calvino. Walden
was influenced not so much by the
theme of the book as by the way its parts
relate to each other. Invisible Cities is a
series of dialogues between Marco Folo
and Kublai Khan-an "extramusical
spark" clearly suited to Walden's
musical language. "On reading the
book," the composer comments, "it
struck me as musical form. I look at

performance-and music in general-as
a kind of dialogue. "

The last of this season's Constifutional
Commissions, set for an April 2 pre-
miere, will be Ralph Shapey's Sym-
phonie Concertante. Shapey holds a fulI
professorship at the University of Chicago,
in addition to being music director and
conductor of the university's Contem-
porary Chamber Players and one of con-
temporary music's best-known mercurial
figures. His urgent mission is to strip
away stagnant conventions and find the
truth behind his art. His works shock
and excite, question and sublimate. Mu-
sicologist Leonard B. Meyer has called
him a "radical traditionalist," a label
that Shapey-who hates labels-can live
with. Shapey's style combines a capri-
cious nature with elemental conviction, a
compelling mixture that is bound to
come alive again in his Constitutional
Commission piece. The Symphonie Con-
certante sets eleven solo parts against a

vast and intricate orchestral backdrop.
Like Shapey, Nicholas Thorne strives

to touch deeply on something common
to all listeners. His music reflects a

communion with the nature that sur-
rounds his village in northern Vermont.
It has the vitality of improvisation and

attracts through its emotional content.
Thorne, composer in residence at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor
and the youngest of these six composers.
maintains that his art "trumpets and
shouts about the positive and binding

Continued on page 52
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CONSTITUTION
Continued from Page 50

"lt is the composers' re-

sponsibility to humanize

their art, much as the Con-

stitutional revellers are

responsible for looking be-

yond pagentry and under-

standing what was actuallY

behind the words on the
parchment."

things in life. The upcoming work for
chamber orchestra," he says, "has a

spiritual content, as does all of mY

work." Thorne suggests that his Con-
stitutional Commission piece may in a

mystical sense have something to do

with the spirit of the act itself-the sign-

ing of the Constitution.

Humanizing the ComPoser
How do ideas translate themselves into a

pattern of notated sounds? Surely the

compositional process is as elusive as

the building of the PYramids. If we

could only ask Mozart or Brahms how
they arrived at their great themes, what
would their answers be? With difficulty,
over wine? With ease, without thinking?
Late at night when the candles have

spilled onto the table? Modern American
methods of composition ProbablY
haven't changed much except that the

wine might be Californian and the

lighting definitely electric. Environment
can vary considerablY-from the se-

cluded Vermont mountahtop of Nicholas
Thorne to the complex spaceship con-

trols of Milton Babbitt's electronic
studio. There is so much in the sound of
today's music that is unexpected, and

alien to ears that are comfortably at

home with Mozart. UnfortunatelY, a

composer's mystique may aggravate the

problem by making the average concert-
goer's grasp of contemporary symphonic

music even more tenuous. Could these

living composers possibly be human?
The question concerns not only the

composers but the orchestras as well.
For it is naturally disturbing to both if a

third of the audience trickles out before
the "modern" piece. Much depends on
programming. In this regard the Con-
stitutional Commissions Project is no
contemporary music series. All new
works will rub shoulders with standard
repertoire in such a way as to give the
celebration a sense of continuing his-
tory, of the traditional and experimental,
expected and unexpected being heard as

rambunctious cousins in the same

musical family. As Nicholas Thorne
mentioned in a recent telephone inter-
view, "Whenever a major orchestra
commissions a new work, it says to its
following: 'Look, here is our commit-
ment to a contemporary art form.' The
way the pieces are programmed is very
important. The new music is surrounded

by the 'Three B's' and part of a natural
cycle of other created work. "

The orchestra also plans an informal
gathering called a "ComPoser En-
counter" after each concert that includes

Continued on Page 54
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IN PRINT

Understanding Tbscanini, by Joseph Hor-
owitz, 472 pages. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, $30. From P.T. Barnum and Jenny
Lind, through Toscanini and NBC, and up to
Itzhak Perlman and "The Tonight Show,"
critic Joseph Horowitz decries the "parochial
cult dynamic" that runs "the risk of a di-
luted, commercialized high culture that ele-
vates no one." More a sociological diatribe
than a biography , Understanding Tbscanini is

Horowitz's view of what's wrong with Ameri-
can culture and why.

Tc h aiko v slq in Am e rtc a, by El}}'onon Yoffe,
216 pages. New York: Oxford University
Press, $ I 8.95. Using a diary kept by Tchaikov-

sky during his 25-day tour of America in 1891,

Elkhonon Yoffe, musicologist and head li-
brarian of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
explores the cultural life of America near the
turn of the century. Tchaikovsky's observa-
tions, presented in his own words, are mingled
with letters, newspaper accounts, and histor-
ical documents in an account that climaxes with
the opening of Carnegie Hall.

Master Teacher Nadia Boulanger, by
Don G. Campbell, i52 pages. Washington,
D.C.: The Pastoral Press, $19.95. A written
and pictorial appreciation of Nadia Boulanger
on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of her
birth. Includes reflections by her students
(Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Copland, Virgil
Thomson, andjust about every other distin-
guished American composer ofher generation) ,

as well as Boulanger's insights into perform-
ance, composition, and the human need for
music. With more than 100 photographs, let-
ters, and musical illustrations.

CASH IN ! Funding and Promoting the Afis ,

by Alvin H. Reiss, 230 pages. New York:
Theatre Communications Group, $12.95.
A breezy survey of funding and promotional
techniques for the arts, with examples of suc-
cessful fundraising and marketing projects and
how they can be adapted to institutions of vary-
ing sizes.

Alice in Arts Administration, by Ann Dun-
bar with illustrations by Elizabeth Diggans,
64 pages. New York: Woodchuck Press, $7.50
"The characters and events in this book are

not real,' ' states the author in her afterword.
"They may seem to be, and the reader may
know of similar people and situations, but
those depicted here are no more real than those
in Alice's dream seemed to her. " Dunbar spins
a whimsical tale based on characters and situa-
tions from Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonder-
land, tracing the adventures and obstacles
encountered by an earnest soul lost in a maze
of board members, volunteers, and fellow
administrators. El

CONSTITUTION
Continued from page 52

a Consitutional Commission piece. Au-
dience meets composer. Composer, it is
hoped, illuminates audience. These ses-

sions do much to dispel the notion that
composers are living relics just drifted
in from the 18th Century-or worse. in-
tense technological gurus who stare
unfeelingly at distant points and think in
formulas and musical equations.

Nicholas Thorne experienced such
mistaken identity when he was commis-
sioned to write a piece for high school
wind ensemble as part of Vermont's
Composers in the Schools program. "As
I entered the band room," he recalls, "I
remember the incredible look of aston-
ishment on the kids' faces that I wasn't
wearing a wig and knickers. " Accord-
ing to Thorne, "the most valuable thing
is to talk about the music and demystify
it, so that people think the composer is

trying to create something giving and

open to them."
Ralph Shapey pointedly disagrees. "It

bothers me that composers are called
upon to define why they are writing
music," he says. "Either the music
speaks or it doesn't. The truth is, if you
want to understand a piece, listen to it
again. "

Sfikowski would have heartily en-
dorsed this theory.

Yet whatever their outcome, Com-
poser Encounters may at least convince
an audience that contemporary music is
worth exploring. Listeners tend to forget
that a crucial symbiosis exists between
composer and audience. Many of the
great composers of the past were also
highly visible performers, and relied as

much on a smiling audience as the lis-
teners did on their talent. These days the
composer often does not appear at all on
stage until after the last tone dies away.
The image of the composer becomes dis-
tant, disembodied. Direct exchange be-
tween creator and public vanishes.

As Stanley Walden points out, social
gatherings whose sole vital purpose is to
debate arl are not exactly the American
way. European opera and concert hal1s,
by contrast, simmer and boil with the
urgency of the Senate floor during a
crisis. hlitical and social factions spar
within their doors. But American life
does not rise and fall according to Lin-
coln Center. "The idea of Composer
Encounters is a lovely one," asserts
Walden, "but everyone becomes tongue-

tied; it's an artif,rcial situation and is
much more in the European tradition.
Here, if people don't like something,
they don't react, don't attack. I feel ex-
citement sometimes at a jazz concert, or
when a classical piece really works. But
it's the disapproval I don't feel: the idea
of staying there, fussling, getting in-
volved. People just leave. They don't
care. "

Surely communication is the shadowy
figure that lurks in a composer's worst
musical nightmares. On what does com-
munication depend? A few of the Con-
stitutional Commission composers had
comments on the subject.

Rouse contends that tonality has little
to do with communication-or the lack
of it-at contemporary music concerts.
But he admits that people do miss the
traditional elements of melody and har-
mony. For Rouse, a key element is
rhythm: "My music has a strong pulse, and
it is my good fortune to reach people
because of the rhythm, drive, and color.
Of course, there are those listeners for
whom all music ended with l,a Mer. . ."

Ralph Shapey's path to the audience
lies in softening music's abstract quality.
His trademark is the "graven image"-
some aspect of the music that is immedi-
ately identifiable and "feels so powerful
you can hold it in your hand. " He cites
the opening of Beethoven's Fifth Sym-
phony as an example.

No doubt each of the six composers
will have his own method of climbing
down from the ivory tower to meet his
audience. It is the composers' respon-
sibility to humanize their art, much as

the Constitutional revellers are responsi-
ble for looking beyond pageantry and
understanding what was actually behind
the words on the parchment. Riccardo
Muti puts it this way: "The creativity
that took place in Philadelphia and re-
sulted in this document changed the en-
tire world. Because we believe the
power of music also changes the world,
The Philadelphia Orchestra is glad to of-
fer these international premieres to
honor that creative spark that joins all
people together."

In a fundamental way, the various ex-
plorations of sound filling the Academy
of Music this year are echoes of the
ideas penned by those colonial gentle-
men in Philadelphia 200 years ago. Un-
doubtedly, the Founding Fathers would
have ordered season subscriptions.El
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